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ABSTRACT
The concepts of peace and the peace promoting complex are reframed by peace
innovation, a process exploiting and imagining technology applications for the purpose
of promoting peace. We examine the capabilities enabled by ubiquitous ICT,
Persuasive Technology, and Behavior Design, and describe our methods, concepts,
and experiences in aiming at positive peace. For the first time in human history we are
measuring and recording inter-personal (and inter-group) engagement, at very high
resolution, in real-time. Social software and mobile devices passively record more
interaction behavior every day. Now that we can measure social behavior, we can begin
to design technology to increase and augment the behaviors we all want increased.
Peace innovation is described as a bottom-up practice that enables a new category of
peace technologies, and a potential commodity market for peaceful behaviors.
Preliminary foundations for a peace industry are suggested - recognizing individuals as
the source of peaceful behavior, and properly values the social and economic impact of
positive prosocial behaviors for society. We describe our general approach to peace
quantification and to a network of collaborating peace innovation labs, and peace
innovation research. The emphasis is on the concept of positive security through peace
technology, relying on the deliberate construction of positive behaviors. (I would put
here some kind of a reference to PIL historical roots, i.e. what is the origin of this
approach and model, very shortly expressed). At Stanford Peace Innovation Lab, we
develop quantitative, predictive, computational methods and systems to sense
engagement levels and interaction quality across difference boundaries. We then
provide design frameworks, principles, and methodologies for Behavior Design and
Persuasive Technology interventions, to measurably increase positive engagement, at
scale. This approach to global risk management is primarily preventive, positive, and
generative, rather than remedial or punitive. In addition it can be rapidly scaled and
optimized. Most important, it is fundamentally profitable to both sides of potential
conflicts, enabling global capital markets to reallocate assets towards the solutions we
develop.

Introduction
There has never been a time in our evolutionary history where the need to innovate at a
rapid pace was essential for our survival and success as a species. Indeed, the
phenomenon of innovation has been studied extensively in a variety of contexts as both
a product and a process. Reader and Laland (2003) defined innovation product as a
“new or modified learned behavior” that appeared in a population for the first time to
enhance quality of life. Accordingly, the steps that effectuated the emergent behavior
were distinguished as innovation process. In other words, the product and process are

learned and not a result of a mere happenstance. There is also a temporal constraint
according to which only the first observation in the population considered is
distinguished as the innovation event. This emphasizes the individualistic approach to
innovation as opposed to a group or population exhibiting the new behavior and process
at the same time. On the other hand, some studies show that innovation also happens
at a population level, as a social practice, for example, and indeed could be by
happenstance which then leads to a deliberate practice of that discovery. At the
Stanford Peace Innovation Lab (PIL), we look at innovation as complex emerging
positive interactive behaviors, augmented by technology. We define peace innovation
as a product, specifically, new and measurable positive interactions (positive peace)
between different entities, including but not limited to the various national, ethnic,
religious et al group identities people usually think of in the context of peace.
To achieve positive peace, we also define peace innovation as the process of
designing technology that increases people’s ability to be good to each other (peace
technology). In other words, peace innovation is the process of designing mediating
technology that measurably, in McLuhan’s terms, extends, or in Engelbart’s terms,
augments people’s ability to positively engage with each other for mutual benefit. In fact,
it is the new mediated engagement episodes, such as liking or commenting on a
facebook post, or using the Uber app that is providing us with big peace data.
Peace data that covers positive engagements and behaviors has strategic value
to governments, businesses, citizens, and customers. Indicators of peaceful economic
activity (e.g. mutually beneficial trade) even over well-known conflict boundaries, of
course already exist. However, it is perhaps typical to see this as a result of peace which it often really is - and not as a cause. However, peaceful and peace-generating
market activity can be recognized and categorized as measurable peaceful interaction especially from a positive behavior design perspective.
In the world of big data, new data is being created by ubiquitous ICT systems
and networks and is primarily composed of machine-to-machine data. Another portion
of big data has its origins in the human and social sources. In the social behavior data,
its subset representing the quality and quantity of engagement is, we propose,
extremely valuable peace data. Consequently, we are seeing a new business model
based on this shift, and argue that people’s ability to create new wealth directly depends
on how good they can be good to each other. This model can be applied at any scale,
from T-cells fighting an invading virus in the human body, to the individual dealing with
internal conflict, to polyadic interpersonal relationships, through teams, families, and
organizations, to the nation-state scale common in peace and conflict studies today,
and beyond, for example to gender relations across our species, all the way to
understanding the multitude of relationships between our species and others, in the
complex biological web of life.

Positive Peace Innovation Defined: From Galtung’s dyadic interdependent interaction model to the Stanford PIL independent
engagement episodes model

Johan Galtung, the Norwegian sociologist and mathematician, coined the phrase
“positive peace” (Galtung 1964). In the inaugural issue of the Journal of Peace
Research, he penned an editorial contrasting the peace we all know as the mere
absence of violence (negative peace) with the more sustainable peace that comes from
supportive and collaborative relationships between people, communities, and nations
(positive peace). The influence of the positive peace frame was soon felt in the field
and at some point, it even began to shape formal, “track one” diplomacy. Galtung’s
positive peace became the foundation for the practical shift from peacemaking to
peacebuilding, an approach to diplomacy and development aimed at righting the
structural wrongs that characterize protracted social conflict (Ramsbotham et al. 2008).
We revisit Galtung’s insight that peace is more than the commonly understood
absence of violence. Galtung writes of “the search for the conditions for the absence of
negative relations, and the search for conditions that facilitate the presence of positive
relations.” Galtung states that the concept of positive peace is one that will “exclude
major violence, but tolerate occasional violence.” The Stanford PIL definition of positive
is similar to Galtung’s in that we do exclude major violence in the model, however, our
operational definition is distinct from Galtung’s in that the framework does not tolerate
any violence at all. In fact, positive peace is viewed as exclusively positive in our
definition and we propose that positive peace is based on the assumption of
independent engagement episodes across difference boundaries. The PIL framework
does take into consideration that engagement between any two communities indeed
could involves both positive and negative peace episodes, behaviors and processes simultaneously. However, our polyadic approach offers suitable opportunities for and
tools to facilitate each positive behavior to be assimilated in the population by optimizing
triggers and motivations that promote positive engagement. A specific case is the
smallest unit - the individual who might benefit from technology that promotes peaceful
behavior through personal (Not sure what this is...delete perhaps) well-being or mental
health and there are already many apps for that purpose.
Another key distinction from Galtung’s positive peace is that in the context of
peace innovation, engagement is a unilateral episode executed by an entity and and is
not “based on the assumption of interdependence.” Interdependence is a necessary
factor in Galtung’s dyadic model and he does acknowledge that looking at positive
peace this way is problematic as there is an inherent chance that conflict will ensue due
to difference boundaries. Therefore, there will be a tendency to tolerate occasional
violence by definition.
Positive Peace is the Peace Innovation product and is modelled in measurable
episodes of technology mediated engagement, another distinction from Galtung’s
positive peace. It us unequivocal that new technology and applications are opening a
multi-dimensional application space where positive and negative peace are but two
different, nearly orthogonal dimensions of human and social behavior. Examples of
these are the prevention and resolution of conflicts and stopping violence (negative
peace), and on the other hand, the aim to help people in building better relationships
(positive peace). In the former category, we’ve surveyed a large field of recent apps
that empower neighborhood surveillance, that monitor the language of hate, that enable

people to tap their networks to protect themselves from abuse in domestic settings
(including the award-winning Circle of 6) or violence in the community.
There are apps that map cities with the safest places to live, that map
neighborhoods for the homes with gun owners, that prevent abuse from soccer fans,
that report corruption among police officials. By using these apps, individuals gain a
new ability to observe their personal peace space. It is no surprise that many of the
recent safety and surveillance apps aim at protecting their users and not so much to
build positive engagement. They do carry a risk for generating prejudices and triggering
malbehavior, but what they have in common is the desire to enable people to work with
large groups and to crowdsource the creation and distribution of the relevant
information. Some of these coming apps will target the smallest social unit, the dyads
that serve as the building blocks of small family-like groupings (Circle of 6, for example),
which in turn serve as the building blocks for neighborhoods, cities, societies. The
unbundling of these social groups is in fact consistent with the evolution of massive
social networks like Facebook. We see the positive apps as forerunners for a wider
spectrum of tools to come.
The global breakthrough of massive open online courses (MOOCs) is
technologically a new development and has not been widely applied in peace
education. However, it has promising potential in building positive education
communities across different boundaries. MOOCs can serve as a unifying platform for
peace projects that require mass coordination and collaboration. A number of
organizations have started exploring this path.
While social media has been dominated by platforms designed for communication,
collaboration tools have been around just as long (cf. Hagel, Gandhi, and Rodriguez
2012). The trend has been towards higher quality, more meaningful engagements.
Collaboration is built on engagement and in our Peace Innovation framework it is of
crucial value. Conversation and collaboration require coordination - acting in unison which has special value both to conflicting groups and in positive engagements.
Collaborating and co-creating groups create value that we associate with positive
peace. Collaboration, at its best, pushes the limits of off-the-shelf tools. To innovate at
scale requires design interventions.
The PIL positive engagement framework includes awareness, attention,
communication, coordination, cooperation, collaboration and collective intelligence (See
Table 1). We conclude that to be sustainable, Peace must also involve and maintain
positive engagement across previous conflict boundaries; and to be preventive, it must
include positive, proactive engagement across potential conflict boundaries. We
propose that these nuanced degrees of peace can be measured, and modeled, in terms
of the quantity and quality of episodes of engagement across any detectable difference
boundary.
With this approach we want to encourage researchers and peace practitioners
toward the development of computational peace analysis and peacebuilding.

What is Positive Engagement in Peace Innovation?
For the practice of Peace Innovation, we are interested in episodes of
engagement that are mediated or supported by ICT in some way, are positive and
prosocial and are mutually beneficial to those on both sides of the difference boundary.

It is undisputed that we are going through a cultural evolution as a species where
technology is directly influencing our behaviors.
Our positive engagement model is tiered and each level is considered a possible
future and is intricately dependent on the level below it (See Figure 1).
Our Peace innovation Engagement Framework takes Galtung’s Positive Peace as the
basis for defining positive and negative engagement. It includes engagement
categories (e.g. Awareness, Attention etc) that have both a positive and negative
expression and their natural extreme limits (See Table 1). The negative engagement
category has a tight negative bound: negative engagement can only get so bad before
it self-destructs.
Historically, of course it has even more extensive consequences. The general scheme
in Figure 1 shows the hypothetical engagement categories we suggest, being ordered
as consecutive, progressive steps (that can be overlapping) in the relationship
development, extending from unconscious awareness of others and their surroundings
to conscious focused attention of others, through communication, and coordination. We
assume that the positive engagement categories of collaboration and collective
intelligence are the most sophisticated levels of engagement and they are the actions
where social and economic value creation lie.
Virtually the same categories can be defined for the negative peace space. In this case
the actions or behaviors are done on behalf of negative outcomes. Negative
coordination and collaboration can include such activities as alliances across gangs,
federations of terrorist networks or denial of service attacks on the internet.

Positive engagement: from awareness to collective intelligence

Figure 1: Peace Innovation Engagement Framework
Table 1
Category

Positive Engagement

Negative Engagement

Awareness

Positive unconscious sensing of
individuals, groups, communities,
nations

No or negative unconscious sensing
of individuals, groups, communities,
nations

Attention

Focus on others with a bias and
expectations for progress

Focus on others with a negative bias
and expectations for problems

Communication

Dialogue across difference boundaries

Misinformation, negative bias and
propaganda

Coordination

Occurs across difference boundaries

Occurs typically inside ingroup
boundaries

Cooperation

Across difference boundaries

Within ingroup boundaries to work
against others

Collaboration

Shared objects and knowledge for
working across difference boundaries

Work across difference boundaries
against others

Collective
Intelligence

Emergence of shared mental models
and knowledge for attitudes towards
engagement

Shared stereotypes, prejudices and
negative mental models

Examples of Peace Technology (General): As articulated by

Systems approach to positive engagement: Peace innovation includes not only data
that is actively created by the long statistical tail of participant distribution - the billions of
people who post, tweet, and share information with others in their networks - but also
the passive data that can be aggregated through the new forms of sensing technology.
There is a risk to focus on the dichotomy - passive versus active data, a dichotomy that
often eludes social technology leaders who have a strong professional bias for active
data. By including both, we are empowered to take a systems view of network behavior
- seeing and recording what people actually do, not just what they write or say - and
focus interventions on small, incremental, behavioral shifts.
A special example of this is the Israel Loves Iran project on Facebook. Launched
by Israeli graphic designer Ronny Edry and Michal Edry, this Facebook group
unbundled the unwieldy discourse between two nation state governments into hundreds
of thousands of positive interactions between people. The simple ingenuity of the
design - converting the Facebook “like” into a vote of goodwill - made it surprisingly
easy to instigate peaceful behavior across this boundary.

Though just an early articulation of a systems intervention that works at scale
and outside the traditional media and politics sphere Israel Loves Iran has emerged as
a replicable model and case of inspiration for other systems-based interventions.
We rely on a holistic approach. Systems thinking can empower practitioners to
scale their work by throwing off the shackles of focusing exclusively on the actors.
Services science enables practitioners to scale their work by finding ways to co-create
value with a larger number of players in the ecosystem (e.g., the co-creation of services
and products with consumers, or the co-creation of businesses like the Israel and
Palestinian ventures featured in the August 2013 cover story in Forbes). Finally, design
thinking in general, and behavior design in particular, enables practitioners to scale their
work by first optimizing systems for particular desired behaviors then making the
process available for waves of replication. The combined effect of these disciples and
their organic nature (Niehoff 2002; Padgett & Powell 2012) - is to help us scale
technology for social impact.
Facebook is an example of a peace technology that effectively gives entities an
easy ability to engage positively and in a prosocial manner. The quality of engagement
mediated through a facebook post is hierarchical and each entity has the power to
choose how they will engage. Engagement behaviors that are currently available in
facebook include viewing the video, watching it, liking, reacting (laughing: haha; love,
sad, angry, surprised:wow), commenting and sharing.
To test this hypothesis, in 2012, the Peace Innovation lab sought out entrepreneurial
solutions for reducing negative engagement and increasing positive engagement across a
defined conflict boundary using facebook as a mediating technology. The target prosocial
behavior on the facebook app included liking a post, commenting on it or sharing it (that was
before the emoticons were introduced). One of those initiatives was the “Israel loves Iran
Citizen Diplomacy Campaign,” launched by Ronny and Michal Edry, an Israeli couple. The
Israel Loves Iran campaign targeted Iranian Facebook groups with messages of love and peace
and we have been closely monitoring type and quality of engagement. We recently picked a 28
day period to evaluate the quality of engagement on this specific campaign and the positive
engagement episodes support our framework. We observe that there was a total of 2,555
engagement episodes and the emoticon that is conspicuously absent is the “angry” episode.

Figure 2 : Independent Engagement Episodes (Israel-Loves-Iran). We can see network effects
as friends directly or indirectly propagate comments, images and sentiments across their social
graphs. By observing ‘Citizen diplomacy efforts in the wild’ we can learn what works for
which audience.
We also looked at the difference boundaries across these positive engagement episodes
and and noted that people from at least 3 continents, seven languages, seven countries,
different age groups and genders were positively engaged in this post .These are people who
would never have communicated without facebook as a mediating technology. We assert that
each individual entity is the source of peaceful behavior and each engagement episode is unidirectional, yet has a particular impact in the interaction with other entities. These new and

emerging behaviors were not observed before the advent of personal computers and
mobile devices like smart phones. We argue that technology mediated positive
engagement episodes are making people to be good to each other, more than any other
time in our evolutionary history.

Figure 3 : Engagement Episodes Across difference boundaries (Israel-Loves-Iran)..: Facebook
insights allows us to view engagement episodes across difference boundaries over time,
geography, event and gender.

Capabilities enabled by ubiquitous Information and
Communications Technology (ICT), Persuasive Technology,
and Behavior Design: PIL general approach to Peace
Quantification.
Fortunately, episodes of technology mediated positive engagement have become
extremely susceptible to measurement. Two big technology advances, adopted by at
least a fifth of humanity and more every day, mostly during the last decade, have
dramatically changed the landscape of potential peace metrics. First, more and more
episodes of human engagement are now technology mediated—at the individual,
interpersonal level. As a byproduct of this mediation, they are often automatically
recorded and sensed as they are happening and in this sense become increasingly
amenable to quantification and measurement. Second, the advent of the social graph,
across many platforms, allows us to perceive group affiliations, interactions, and
difference boundaries not visible before—especially when combined with other data
sources and tech-mediated episodes of engagement.
Many people across the globe remain offline, but the percentage of people online
is becoming so large that the mere sample size dwarfs anything previously available.
The rate at which people even in “the bottom billion” are coming online suggests that
the capabilities will exist to include most of them in the next five years, and we can
prepare for this in advance. Hence today, measuring peace behaviors can be
accomplished at remarkable speed, resolution, scale and price inconceivable even a
few years ago.
Historically, when Edward Azar, as a PhD student at Stanford used technology to
accelerate learning in the then nascent field of peace studies, his idea—launched soon
after as the Conflict and Peace Data Bank (COPDAB)—was to capture and codify
events suggesting conflict (Azar 1980). This was accomplished by graduate students
manually reading articles in the press, coding reported episodes of mostly inter-state
conflict, and manually entering them in a database. That data was then manually
analyzed, compiled, and published—a process that often took more than two years from
beginning to end. This budding ability to quantify episodes of engagement was the
beginning of a peace data revolution.
Today this whole process is:
1. Fast. Engagement episodes can be automatically recorded as they happen.
2. Precise. The scale of an easily measurable engagement, for example, can
extend down at the level of an Israeli citizen taking one second to click “like” on
an Iranian’s facebook post.
3. Big. Billions of engagement episodes per day, mediated across different ICT
platforms from SMS to email, social networks to trading and payment platforms,
are automatically and routinely captured, and analyzed.
4. Cheap. All this activity is being done, and paid for, as part of regular business
processes. Any extra utility gained by additional application to peace metrics and
innovation can be available to all parties involved.

It has become possible to do both analysis and new forms of intervention
computationally so that the scope, depth and power of these activities can be massively
amplified due the the socio-technological advancements.
Azar, for example and others since, aggregated and analyzed “event data” from news
media reports focused mostly on conflicts and violence. The Correlates of War (COW)
Project sustained the momentum of quantitative research on peace and conflict
indicators. Today, a number of organizations aggregate data to measure negative
peace - that is, the absence of violence, for example, the Institute for Economics and
Peace, led by entrepreneur Steve Killelea. In partnership with the Economist
Intelligence Unit (EIU) it regularly publishes a report called the Global Peace Index that
ranks the relative peacefulness of nations using “22 indicators, ranging from a nation’s
level of military expenditure to its relations with neighboring countries and the
percentage of prison population.” It is a landmark - and benchmark - for measuring
peace, and as of August 2013 the GPI has published two editions of the Positive Peace
Index. However, it would benefit from capturing positive engagement data at the scale
and level of computability that is now possible.
While peace has been quantified in terms of reductions of negative engagements, there
are far more episodes of positive engagement, especially technology mediated positive
engagement, than there are negative ones. It is possible to access these and analyze
positive peace data from public and business sources. This enables a new kind of
aggregated peace information and display.
Citizen Diplomacy Project, Israel loves Iran: In looking at our working example, Israel
loves Iran, it is important to note that we used data that is already available in the “wild” which
allowed us to deduce meaningful information. When we designed this project, to reduce
negative engagement and increase positive engagement across a defined conflict boundary
(Israelis and Iranians). To quantify the data, instructions were given that the proposed solutions
needed to have the following attributes:
 a targeted behavior that can be shaped and measured by the application of an existing
or development of a new social or mobile technology
 the targeted behavior needs to address an identified conflict boundary (some examples
include nationality, geography, religion, politics, race, gender, class, ethnicity, language,
and so on)
 a way of using ubiquitous sensor networks to passively measure and document the
Minimum Acceptable Peaceful Interactions (MAPIs) created.
 defined, measurable outcomes–i.e. “To increase the rate of “Like” clicking on Facebook
between Iranians and Israelis by 100,000 in the 3 week period between between May 1
and May 21.”


Technology-mediated behavior can be measured

Figure : Engagement Episodes Across difference boundaries

Powerful Analytics Engines Can be Democratized

Figure : Engagement Episodes Across difference boundaries

Is there a relationship between Peace and Innovation?
Here we consider peace as a behavior having at least eleven distinctive qualities:
1. It's the behavior of an active agent (human, biological, or technological agent
and increasingly technologically mediated).
2. It's positive behavior
3. It's a positive engagement behavior having an intended beneficial effect for the
other agent, or eliciting an intended positive response from the other agent.
4. It's an engagement behavior that bridges some difference boundary. Even if the
agents are identical, they are generally at least in a different physical location.
5. It's a bridging behavior that (when successful) generates mutual benefits on
both sides of that difference boundary
The five preceding qualities allows us to recognize additional characteristics of
effective peace behavior:

Figure : Engagement Episodes Across difference boundaries

6) It can be mutually profitable behavior—that is, it benefits both parties more than it
costs each of them
7) If it is a mutually profitable behavior, it then has the potential to be a sustainable
behavior. People’s ability to create new wealth directly depends on how good they can
be to each other
8) It can be systematic, even designed behavior
9) It is predictive, anticipatory behavior
10) It is emergent behavior. That is, it creates the potential for new kinds of behavior,
and engagements (hence peace innovation).
11) Effective peace innovation behavior attempts to systematically anticipate and cull
unintended and higher-order negative consequences.

Behavior Centered Design and Persuasive Technology: Peace
Innovation Process
Fogg has written that designing for behavior change via social and mobile tech is
new, with no leading books or conferences to provide guidance. Our goal is to explain
the relational aspect of human nature clearly enough to computationally model, map,
and validate those insights into the emerging opportunities in technology. Silicon Valley
is home to a culture that posits that if a behavior is measurable, then we can design for
that specific behavior. Reflecting on this cultural norm, and having concluded that
peace is a behavior, the Stanford Peace Innovation Lab defines “peace innovation ” as
a process aimed at designing for peace. This process is also understood to be evolving
and has certain qualities to it which include, but is not limited to targeting conflict
systems and structures, increasing the quantity and quality of positive engagement
 Predictive approach to peace
 Multi-disciplinary
 Offers guidance data for policy making and diplomacy.
 Participatory Action Research process approach
Persuasive Technology or Peace Technology is the delivery mechanism
necessary to create emerging behaviors and this allows us to now quantify peace
newly. A three stage, control systems theory approach is employed to Measure, Model
(predict, simulate) and Intervene.
The peace innovation process employs the Fogg Behavior Model (FBM) which asserts
that for an entity to perform a target behavior, that entity must be sufficiently motivated, possess
the ability to perform the behavior, and be triggered to perform the behavior (Fogg, 2016).
These three factors must occur at the same moment for the behavior to occur. To elicit new
behaviors, we argue that behavior centered design is critical in propelling emergent behaviors.
Inside the peace innovation process is the delivery mechanism of the desired target behavior
through peace technology. The FBM is useful in analysis and design of persuasive peace
technologies which is a critical component of the PIL framework. The design process is
described extensively in a working paper which is currently under review.

Figure :Fogg Behavior Model foundational in the peace innovation process. The target
behavior (star) is the new and emerging behavior (peace innovation product) that increases
positive peace. In designing peace technology, we look at motivation and ability levels of the
target entities.

While peace can be seen as a positive state of affairs, lack of violence and
aggression, we want to emphasize that peace can also be thought of productively as a
particular kind of positive behavior. Accordingly, thinking of peace as a behavior makes
it amenable to the application of persuasive technology for behavior design.
Using Galtung’s legacy as a lens, we can see a new world of opportunities for
positive peace building. This paper provides a working definition of positive peace in this
information technology age as defined by the Peace Innovation Lab at Stanford
University (PIL). A framework on how peace innovation can be modeled and measured
through technology is also presented using B.J Fogg’s Behavior Design model. Fogg
argues that the best design solutions today change human behavior. Yet despite
decades of research, challenges remain for people who design to influence.

Many of these characteristics are related to positive peace developments and closely
follow the description of peace as reconceptualized by Galtung in positive terms. This is
not new in social sciences and in preventive work in general and relevant work has
been conducted under the paradigm of positive psychology as promoted by Martin
Seligman, for example. In addition, the positive peace approach is supported by
academic research, where the tools for quantitative analysis have become increasingly
powerful and can take a deeper and multi-dimensional look at social issues and
developments. However, despite this potential, social sciences in general have
remained largely focused on negative peace.

Conclusions
We have here offered a general introduction to the peace innovation initiative, its
underlying concepts and our thinking behind it as it has been developed at Stanford
Peace Innovation Laboratory over several years. The peace innovation concept itself
and its practices are evolving and we continue learning through collaboration with our
international partner network of peace labs. Our approach here has been practice
oriented and we have described our work as we see it at the moment. Many of the
hypothetical constructs introduced have emerged from our various practices and case
experiences and they still lack systematic research that we hope to conduct together
with the partner labs. However, we already have promising experiences from
numerous cases where they have been applied and we continue to develop, test and
implement the methods described.
Peace innovation work, as it is described here, is a process exploiting and reimagining
technology applications for the purpose of promoting peace. Adoption of new
technologies is making this a promising possibility: ubiquitous ICT, persuasive

technology, and behavior design provide their novel contributions suggesting a need for
a thorough re-framing of modern, especially positive peace work. Our approach to
peace innovation is a bottom-up practice that enables novel forms of peace
technologies, and has potential to lead to a commodity market for peaceful behaviors. In
this approach individual behavior is seen as the source of peace data: we develop
methods and tools to quantify it and utilize it for promoting positive behaviors and
positive security through peace technology.
We can observe an accelerating expansion and use of available data, public and
private. Already now the insights and new individual and collective abilities of using
such data has become a new source of economic growth. At the Stanford Peace
Innovation Lab, we and our network of universities, government, and corporate
partners are proposing a consortium of organizations possessing large stores of peace
data, to build a publicly facing Global Open Social Sensor Array.
The trend in market analytics is to become predictive and forward looking.
Accordingly, we want to use the opening potential of big data of peace to measure and
model positive engagements in order to compute, simulate, predict, and deploy
preventive interventions.
A plethora of consumer applications (many of them mobile) have emerged that can be
regarded as potential peace applications to both generate and respond to this kind of
data. Entrepreneurs and app developers are continuously expanding the number of
data sources and the positive uses for those data sources providing new data bases for
the measurement of peace behaviors, engagements and related relationships.
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